Softchalk is an easy tool that you can use to engage your students.

- Create interactive content in minutes that address key content points, like learning games, flashcards, image labeling, hotspot activities, matching games, crosswords, and more.
- Use short quizzes to check for understanding, such as multiple choice, multiple answer, and matching.
- Insert pop-up text annotations to define terminology and enhance the interactivity of your content.
- Use Softchalk to go beyond the content- create your own interactive electronic textbook that links out to related Web content, illustrates topics, and demonstrates concepts.

It’s not just for the learning management system, Softchalk can also be packaged to be accessed via the Internet or CD-ROM.

Softchalk allows departments to brand their content through custom styles. Fill out a request for on the Canisius Softchalk Web site to request a custom style for your department.